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Welcome to another addition of our centre newsletter, 
Can you believe its March already!  We have been super busy here and the time is just flying by. We 
currently have a number of projects in the wind that I would like to share with you: 
 - We are in the process of designing a physical activity program where Educators will work with children 
in small groups outside on different physical skills each week—each program will run for around a Month 
before moving to the next set of skills, this way children have ample time to practice new skills before 
moving onto new ones. Some of the areas of focus will be on movement such as running, jumping, hop-
ping ect, balance, yoga, hand eye co-ordination and lots of games, with a warm up and cool off as well. 
These sessions will go for approximately 20—30min depending on the children and the weather. You will 
receive information weekly on what the children and educators are working on so you can talk to the 
children about what they are learning. I hope to have this up and running by the second week in March 
for the older age groups and slowly tailor the programs for different age levels. This is a great way to get 
everyone moving and to have some fun at the same time. 
- Our first Parent Hub meeting will in this Month. I am very excited about sharing our plans with you in 
more detail. RSVP’s will go out the first week in March, so keep an eye out. 
- Garden program—more information on page 15 but we are moving to the next level and developing a 
program with the help of the local community! 
- Our International pen pal program, we are extremely lucky to have such a diverse team here at Little 
Ducks Annerley so what better way to celebrate our Educators and families origin and share information. 
We are in the process of setting up a folder with photos and information for the children and families 
which will be available at any time in the office. Miss Jenny and Miss Vicky went to Taiwan over the 

Christmas break and organised to visit Miss Jenny’s Kindergarten that 
she worked at before coming to Australia. They took artwork from some 
of our children here to share with them and the children in Taiwan did the 
same thing and they are amazing! Miss Savita also organised to visit a 
local school in India while she was on holidays and brought back some 
great photos to share. We are looking to set up a skype session maybe 
once a term so that children can communicate with each other, which will 
be absolutely amazing! 
 - and lastly…..our community projects with our first for the year being 
our visitors from the local retirement village on Tuesday 4th March. 
If you have any suggestions or know where we can find and further infor-
mation on any of the above please let us know as we are eager to get as 
much as we can to make our projects effective! 
 
Cheers…Mel 
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A note from your Centre Manager 



Upcoming Events! 

  
March Events 

Wednesday 1st – Holi show! 

Roushini (a cultural collaborator & professional artist) will be teaching us about a Hindu 

spring festival which is also known as the festival of colours or the festival of sharing love. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Friday 3rd – Schools clean-up day 

We will hold a ‘Little Ducks Clean Up Day’ In the lead up to ‘Clean up Australia Day’ on 

Sunday 5th of March. Talk to your educator to find out how you can help! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tuesday 14th—First parent hub for the year 

 

 

 

Friday17th - St Patrick's Day 

Dress in green and come along to learn some fun facts about our Irish friends and fami-

lies. 

 

 

 

Tuesday 21st - Harmony Day 

This is a day for all Australians to embrace cultural 

diversity and to share what we have in common. 

It’s about inclusiveness, respect and a sense of 

belonging for everyone. Dress in orange to sup-

port this wonderful day. 

 

 
 

 



Upcoming Events! 

  
April Events! 

 

MONDAY 3rd - Henny Penny Chicken Hatching 

Bringing the joy of watching eggs hatching, and chicks emerging from their shells, right 

in front of our eyes! This week will be the chicks last week with us – don’t forget to adopt 

a one or two J 

 

 

Friday 7th - World Health Day 

Celebrate your healthy mind, body and spirit and learn all about how to keep ourselves 

healthy. 

 

 

Thursday 14th - Easter Bonnet The children will be making their very own special Easter 

bonnets throughout the week. Come along to watch our Easter bonnet Parade @ 

3.30pm. 

 

 

 

April 14th - Good Friday 

PUBLIC HOLIDAY CENTRE CLOSED 

 

 

 

April 16th - Easter Monday 

PUBLIC HOLIDAY CENTRE CLOSED 

 

 

April 18th, 19th & 20th – Centre Photos 

Kylie will be taking our photos again this year  

 

 

 

Tuesday 25th - ANZAC Day 

PUBLIC HOLIDAY 

Leading up to this day, we will pay our respect to the diggers. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Reminders 

 

Centre Birthdays! 

HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO:  
Estelle, Albi, Amy, Livvy, Tilda, Cooper, Kaisei, Walther, 
Minnie, Tasman, Charlotte, Sophia,  
Madeline, Riley, Saul, Queenie, Maxwell, 
Bartholomew, Edward, Lydia, Evie, Aoife 
and Henry. 

We value your input and 
feedback so please refer 
to the Policy Review 
Folder in the foyer for 
more information or to 
provide any comments 
or suggestions. The   
policies/procedures in 
review during  

March / April are:  
ANAPHYLAXIS POLICY  
 

COLLECTION AND DELIVERY 

OF CHILDREN POLICY  
 

CUSTODY AND ACCESS TO 

CHILDREN POLICY  
 

DENTAL HYGIENE POLICY  

EXCLUSION POLICY  
FATIGUE POLICY  
 

GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE - 

EDUCATORS AND STAFF  
GRIEVANCE POLICY - FAMI-

LIES  
GRIEVANCE POLICY & PROCE-

DURE:  

CHILDREN LATE COLLECTION 

OF CHILDREN POLICY  

 

Policy Reviews 

        General reminders 
 Please slow down and be careful when entering and exiting the centre carpark as I have noticed 

a lot of cars coming in way too fast which is a danger to everyone trying to drop off or collect 
their little ones! 

 Family photos are on 18th March—please make your booking online, any questions please let 

me know. 

 Parent Hub meeting Tuesday 14th March from 5pm, the agenda will be sent out to you the week 

prior so you can have a look. 

 When packing children’s lunches please refrain from using glass containers as these are easily 

broken. 

 We have an open door policy so at any time if you would like to come and spend some time in 

the room with the children or read a story or even do some cooking with them, please feel free to 
organise it with the classroom Teacher as they would be more than happy to have visitors. 



Recipe of the month! 

 

 

 

Method:  

2 ingredient energy bars 
These delicious bars have just two ingredients and are perfect for 
school lunch boxes. There's no baking, no nuts and they are sweet 
and healthy too! 

Ingredients  
 3 cups (600g) pitted dates 
 3 cups (420g) oats + extra 
for coating 

 

Step 1.  

Line a 17 x 27cm slice tin with baking paper and set aside. Place dates 

into a food processor and process until it has a jam-like consistency (you 

may need to add a touch of hot water if it is dry).  

 

.  

Step 2.  

Add oats one cup at a time until it's all incorporated and the mix starts to 

pull away from the sides of the bowl. Press mixture into the tin.  

 

 

Step 3.  

Sprinkle top with oats and freeze for 1-2 hours.  

 

 

Step 4.  

Cut into fingers and roll in extra oats to coat. Wrap individual fingers in 

baking paper and store in an airtight container.  



 

Nursery Natter! 
 Well what an exciting first few months we have had in the nursery and 
how much fun has it been as we have all had the opportunity to get to 
know all of our new friends and their families.  We have been very fortu-
nate that our families have been able to have lots and lots of play dates 
(both for the children and their parents) to help them into their transition 
into care – and we are sure you will all agree that the children (and their 
parents)  have been very settled in their new environment. 
It has been wonderful to get all the feedback from our parents about 
their child’s interests, routines, family members, pets, and special events that are important to 
them and this has been very helpful also in the settling in process for the children as it has ena-
bled us to use this knowledge to set up environments and experiences that are both familiar and 
engaging for their child. We feel it is such an important tool for us to continue so we ask if you can 
keep this line of communication open – whether it be through weekend sheets, discussions during 
drop off and pickups or by just writing a note for us in your child’s individual books so we can con-
tinue to make your child’s day special and rewarding. 
We do understand that at the beginning of the year – sometimes the children’s routines are a little 
different from what they may do at home – but as the children become more familiar with this dif-
ferent environment – they will gradually find a routine that suits them – so we ask you to come and 
talk to us if you have any concerns – we are eager to ensure that we provide the best solution for 

you and your child.   
Through our Working Towards Goals learning trees which are displayed on 
our wall as you enter the room – you will be able to see what we are focusing 
on for your individual child – and in their individual books there is a section for 
the parents to put their input about how their child is reaching their goals at 
home, what you are doing and what you would like for us to continue at care – 
we would love your feedback in these also – so we are all working together to 
achieve the same goals. 
How exciting has it been over the past few months as we have seen several 
of our friends starting to walk unaided – such a special time for everyone – 
your child, you and we have been pretty excited also – and how independent 

are the children getting, and we are so looking forward to being able to experience all of the new 
goals they will achieve over the coming months. 
Many of our children are really starting to enjoy sensory experiences- which have included making  
and playing with playdough, finger painting, hand painting, contact fun, water play , bubble play, 
sand play and exploring different textures – just to name a few –and we are aiming to make a sen-
sory wall/table to extend on this interest over the coming months – so if you have any materials 
you feel the children would love to explore – we would love to share these with the group. 
The children have also shown great interest in our class pets – Snowy, Bambi and Joey ( Guinea 
pigs) and Bluebell and Sugar (budgies) and several of the children have also brought in food to 
share with the – which they love doing – and we have also watched them have a bath (which was 
pretty exciting).  Over the coming months we will give the children the opportunity to have a pat 
and brush their hair – which we know they are going to love.  
Also over the coming months we aim to extend on our home corner area – as several of the chil-
dren are really starting to enjoy dramatic play – especially with babies -as they 
are loving feeding them and bathing them at the moment – which is really 
beautiful to see – and we would love to make up some family books to incor-
porate into this area – so if you would be able to email or bring in some family 
photos (including pets, grandparents, other important people in their life, etc) 
we think the children would really love these and will also be a sense of securi-
ty for them as they get to see their loved ones in their new environment. 
Please come and see us if there is anything you would like to discuss or share 
with our room – we are always available as our aim is to make this year as 
special as we can – for both our children and our families………. 
Leighanne and Madisson 



 

Toddler 1! 
Firstly, let us extend a very warm welcome to all our “new” children 
and families. We hope you and your child/ren are settling in 
smoothly. Please let us know if there is anything we can do to as-
sist you in your transition here. Likewise, also a big welcome back 
to our “oldies” and hope that you are settling in well. During the 
previous months, we have received some new 
friends and promoted some old friends.  
Our toddler room has been busy with so many 
events already, we started off with Australia day, 
on the 26th January, we painted a beautiful map 

of Australia with the inclusion of the Australian, Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait Islander’s flag. The children learnt about culture and 
respect for diversity. Then more culture awareness with Waitangi 
Day on the 6th of February. This day is to celebrate the signing of 
the treaty, New Zealand’s founding document in 1840. Miss Loretta 
sang us a song from New Zealand with actions and taught us 
about Waitangi Day.  
On the 7th of February, we were lucky enough to be a part of a Crocodile and Drag-
ons show. The children were so excited to meet all the reptiles. It was amazing to see 
that the children were such eager and enthusiastic participants.  
On the 8th we celebrated Chinese New Year, with Miss Loretta creating beautiful lan-
terns with the children to represent the new year. The children enjoyed painting the 
lantern and they were assisted with the making of the lantern. 
On the 14th we celebrated Valentine’s day, which is love day. We spoke about who 
we loved with the children and why we love them. The children were asked who they 
loved, then they created a finger print card in representation of their love for their fam-
ilies. The Children were engaged in verbal and non-verbal communication to express 
their finger paintings. They enjoyed the sensory feeling between their fingers as some 
were saying “More, More”, to do more finger paintings. 
The 20th is love your pet day. We shared some photos as Max, Aoife and Miss Erin 
brought in their pet photos. We learnt about everyone’s pets and or favourite animals. 
Miss Erin also brought in her pet Teddy the dog. The children were so excited to 
meet Teddy. They all patted him and enjoyed running around Teddy as if they were 
inviting Teddy to play with them. The children would run far and then back to Teddy, 
they would laugh and then run away again. 
In the room the children have been engaged in so many sensory experiences such 
as; goop, finger painting, playdough, bubble play and many more. As a class, we are 
focusing this month on our holistic approach. We are focusing on individual needs 

and encouraging our little 
toddler’s growth as a 
whole, physically, socially, 
emotionally, and cognitive-
ly. 
Until next time, Miss Erin, 

Miss Concy and Miss 

Loretta 



 

Toddler 2! 
It has been a pleasure for myself and Vicky to see the toddler 
two children settling so well in the room and with our daily rou-
tines which have been running so smoothly within our transi-
tioning between play and eating times. 
This month we have celebrated Rhiannon, Olivia and Leo birth-
days who have all turn 2!  
Within the last few weeks we have been encouraging the tod-
dler two children to be more self-reliant and using their own self
-help skills such as hand washing, getting and putting away 
their water bottles, self-feeding and keeping their belongings in 
their locker. We have also seen a huge number of children in-

terested in toilet training. YAY! We are excited to help your 
child with toilet training so please bring in undies if you feel 
your child is ready for toilet training or if miss Rochelle or 
miss Vicky has spoken to you about toilet training. 
Our interest in the room this year so far has mainly been arts 
and crafts were the children are able to demonstrate their 
ability to make their own decisions and use their creativity to 
design a piece of art from their own imagination and self-
expression. The children have also shown a huge interest in 
home corner and also blocks and puzzles. This is a great 
way for the children in the room to 
explore and understand their learn-
ing in a different context. Small 

group play such as home corner and building with blocks is 
great for the children to develop communication skills and 
cognitive growth to help children with sharing and com-
municating nicely with their friends. Children are encourag-
ing to make their own decisions and we value each and 
every child’s cultural background.  
To carry on with our daily planning over the next few weeks 
we will encourage each child to use their words especially 
during play. We have been singing “if your happy and you 
know it” throughout the day and changing the lyrics to re-
mind the children of words we might like to use during dif-
ferent situations within the room and play ground.  
We will also be learning about our senses over the upcoming weeks and hopefully 
the children will love the activities which will be planned. So far we have made 

Goop, playdough, jelly play, DIY snow and also cook-
ing experiences were the children were able to touch 
the different ingredients.  
To help the children with being a part of the room we 
are creating a belonging tree near the lockers and we 
would love for a picture of your family for the room. J 
Thank you Miss Rochelle and Miss Vicky 



 

Junior Kindy! 
 What a fantastic start to the year it has been in the junior kindy room! All of our friends have 

settled in very smoothly and are loving their time exploring the room, toys and engaging in 
experiences with their friends! For the first couple of weeks it was great to let the children 

explore the room at their own choice and explore the different play experiences that we had 
in the room, this gave all the educators a chance to observe all of the children and see their 
interests within the junior kindy environment! It has been great to watch all of the children 

find their feet in the junior kindy room where all of their personalities are starting to shine! We 
have such a lovely group of children in the room, where they all play very happily together 
and enjoy each other’s company in the 

experiences inside the room and also out-
side in the yard! 

Over the past couple of months, we have 
been very busy in the room, engaging in 

experiences such as numbers and letters, 
sea life and reptile investigations! A lot of 

our friends loved having the wooden trains 
in the room, so we created many experi-

ences surrounding these for the children to 
extend on from their interests! 

First up this year, it was all about trains! 
Alot of the children loved spending a lot of their play time over in construction area making 

tracks out of the wooden train tracks and then collecting the wooden trains to engage in play 
experiences! We thought it would be great to extend on from the children’s interests, where 
we provided a different experience each day for the children to explore! A favourite experi-
ence was making trains out of cardboard boxes, which the children loved to paint and glue 

the wheels on! It was a very exciting time when the trains were dry and were ready to have a 
train driver and passengers! Everyone seemed to love sitting in the trains and pretending to 
drive them around, all the children did a great job in playing and sharing the trains as well!  
Next up was a piece of parent input information in which some of our friends loved playing 
with the toy boats outside and with the water play that we created outside in the big yard 

each morning and afternoon! We extended on from this by creating boats of our own made 
out of plastic bottles, where the children loved filling the water trough with water and then 
pushing the plastic bottle boats around to see it they floated! Our friends also loved going 

fishing in the wooden boat and also catching some magnetic fish as we made our own string 
fishing rods and the children did a great job in catching the colourful magnetic fish!  

It was a very exciting time last week, when we had a reptile 
show come to little ducks! All of our friends were able to go 

over to the big room and see all the different reptiles! We were 
able to not only see but touch a lizard, tree frog, crocodile and 

a snake!! Everyone loved this and had a great time engaging in 
this experience! Over the week, some children continued to 

chat about this experience to their mummy’s and daddy’s, so 
we created musical, art and storytelling activities surrounding 
reptiles! A favourite was definitely the “crocodile Song” As the 
children love to call it. They all love using their hands to snap 

snap snap!!  
It has been a very exciting and fun filled start to the year, we 

are very much looking forward to seeing what is in store for the 

months to come!   Until next time, Miss Alana, Miss Brooke, 

Miss Nika and Miss Anna J 



Hi Everyone! 
Well the Senior Kindy children have well and truly settled in 
for 2017.  
February has been rather busy with several “new” children 
joining our room. The children have been terrific helping them 
feel relaxed and comfortable as they settle in and build new 
friendships. 
The children have been offered several different learning ac-
tivities and play areas enabling us to observe and extend on 
their interests. Our Bob the Builder area had proved to be 
pretty popular with children extending on creative construction and language skills as they 
share creative play together. This area is soon to be changed to an Octonauts station request-
ed by several children. While engaging in Octonaut play, we will be extending the children’s 
knowledge on our beautiful creatures of the sea. 
The past few weeks our children have been engaging in different painting activities using unu-
sual painting utensils such as feathers, sticks, spatulas and just our good old hands and fin-
gers. They seem to be enjoying the fun creative sensory experiences. 
Our wild life visitors this month were a real hit. We couldn’t believe how the children showed 
no fear wanting to touch the different skins of the tiny creatures even the black headed python. 
It was a great show. Please remember if it’s not your child’s day when these shows come up 
they are still welcome to join us as long as a parent stays with them. 
Next month we will be offering a few different writing/letter tracing activities as we have had a 

few parents commenting on how their children have been 
showing interest in numbers & letters. This will also include 
several colour sorting and matching games extending maths 
concepts concentration skills.  
We are hoping to start up our learning wall area near patio 
door which involves a pretend T.V. screen where we engage 
the children in different group time recognition games, songs 
which encourage great individual participation.  
Looking forward to these new changes and challenges. 
Just a few things to remember...... 
We still have children with no sheets/ or beach towel for rest 

time. Also no plastic bags for sheets please, as they are a safety hazard. 
Please name everything....we are still finding containers , hats, bags etc. with no names and 
they do get mixed up.            

 
A big thank you to all the parents bringing in collage materials, pots and pans etc. for our new 
musical wall experience in the making. Everything is very much appreciated and the children 

will certainly get a 
lot of use out of 
everything. 
                                                                                                                             
Till next time....... 
Nancy & Savita. 
 
 

                                                                        
 

 

Senior Kindy! 



We are well and truly into the swing of things in Kinder-
garten now and have built wonderful routines and rela-
tionships over the past two months.  Our teaching team 
are amazed by the individuality and abilities that exist 
within our group, and feel truly privileged to spend our 
days with such capable, kind and inquisitive children. 
Highlights so far this year have been celebrating Austral-
ia Day, learning about Chinese New Year with Jenny 
and the Crocodiles & Dragons reptile show in early Feb-
ruary.  We were able to get up close and personal with 
Trudy the crocodile, Lovely the 
Bearded Dragon and Tupac the 

Python – just to name a few!  The experience certainly 
ignited curiosity about reptiles and wildlife in general, and 
we have explored and investigated different animals 
each day since. 
Our literacy program focussing on one letter per week 
has really taken off and we have had lively discussions 
each day about sounds and objects beginning with the 
letter.  Learning in Kindergarten is based around discus-
sion and exploration, and we couldn’t be happier with the 
level of participation that our group brings to the room 
every day.  Our favourite books so far have been the Julia Donaldson collec-
tion and ‘We’re Going on a Bear Hunt’, which turned into ‘We’re Going on a 
Croc Hunt’ after the reptile show.  We’re moving into the Letter ‘F’ next week 
and look forward to exploring fish, feathers, feet, flowers and the number five.  
We had a lot of discussion about ears and eyes for the Letter ‘E’ so are cur-
rently gauging whether the group is interested in learning about our five sens-
es.  

Robin from the Annerley Council 
Library came to visit us this 
week and spent a lot of time 
sharing new and exciting books 
with our group.  She left valua-
ble information for our parents 
about Early Literacy Programs 
and gifted us with some wonder-
ful new resources.  We’re going 
to plan an excursion up to the 
Library around Easter and have 
started writing our names. 

 

Kindergarten Program! 



One of our main focuses this year is supporting 
individual learning and we have spent a lot of 
time with children at their level listening to their 
ideas.  Our documentation reflects this and we 
have many different projects on the go including 
Australian animal exploration, construction pro-

jects and concepts of iden-
tity.  We’re currently plan-
ning a whole group project 
(based on their ideas) and 
look forward to summaris-
ing it in the next newsletter! 
The learning opportunities that arise for us as the 
season changes are endless and we look forward 
to exploring these over March and April.  Our 
teaching team will provoke investigations through 
questions about leaves changing colour, days 
getting shorter, temperatures dropping and over-
all weather changes.  It’s the perfect time to teach 

our group about the passing of time and we look forward to weaving in 
days of the week and months of the yea – and potentially space with 
Earth orbiting the sun.  We have already discovered that our group are 
natural scientists so we’re excited for all the rich learning that’s going to 
take place! 
Please drop in at any time to see us if you would like to learn more 

about our Kindergar-
ten Room – we love 
building relationships 
with families in the 
centre and this isn’t 
limited to families in 
our room! 
Until next time, 
Lauren, Di & Jenny 

 

 

Kindergarten Program! 



What does ‘play-based learning’ mean?  

According to the Early Years Learning Framework Play-Based Learning is ‘a context for learning through 

which children organise and make sense of their social worlds, as they engage actively with people, ob-

jects and representations.’ The Framework elaborates this definition noting that: ‘Play is a context for 

learning that: • allows for the expression of personality and uniqueness • enhances dispositions such as 

curiosity and creativity • enables children to make connections between prior experiences and new learn-

ing • assists children to develop relationships and concepts • stimulates a sense of wellbeing.’  

What does play-based learning look like in practice?  

Children will be seen to be actively engaged in construction, manipulation of materials, explorations with 

media, investigations of their environment, and interactions with peers and adults. The learning environ-

ment will be prepared in such a way that children can initiate play-based learning experiences and be 

supported in them by adults and other children. As the CEOWA Positional Statement on the Early Years 

says ‘Educators take on many roles in play with children, move flexibly in and out of these different roles 

and draw on different strategies as the context changes.’ Literacy and numeracy knowledge and skills will 

be embedded in the play-based experiences. Incidental teaching arises from the observation of the chil-

dren’s play providing just-in-time skills and knowledge that enriches and extends children’s learning. Plan-

ning documents will show educators’ planning for play and the environment. Assessment documents will 

include evidence of play-based learning experiences and the progress towards learning outcomes ob-

served during these experiences.  

Brain development 

While research on brain development is in its infancy, it is believed that play shapes the structural design 
of the brain. We know that secure attachments and stimulation are significant aspects of brain develop-
ment; play provides active exploration that assists in building and strengthening brain pathways. Play 
creates a brain that has increased ‘flexibility and improved potential for learning later in life’ (Lester & 
Russell, 2008, p. 9).  

Young children’s play allows them to explore, identify, negotiate, take risks and create meaning. The intel-
lectual and cognitive benefits of playing have been well documented. Children who engage in quality play 
experiences are more likely to have well-developed memory skills, language development, and are able 
to regulate their behaviour, leading to enhanced school adjustment and academic learning (Bodrova & 
Leong, 2005). 

 

Play based learning 



Fostering play-based programs 

Physically active play allows children to test and develop all types of motor skills. It promotes significant 
health and wellbeing benefits. Centres that were found to have a high-quality, play-based learning pro-
gram incorporated: 

 a daily schedule that included active indoor and outdoor physical play 

 integration of music, movement and creative expression 

 adult-child interactions that modelled moderate to high levels of physical activity (meaning that edu-

cators were at times as physically engaged in active play as the children) (Steglin, 2005). 
Play does not happen in a vacuum; it is usually undertaken within a physical and social space (Lester & 
Russell, 2008). One of the greatest benefits of playing is to assist with the development of social compe-
tence. Children can build relationships, learn to resolve conflicts, negotiate and regulate their behaviours. 
In play, children usually have increased feelings of success and optimism as they act as their own 
agents and make their own choices. Playing is a known stress release; it is often linked to child wellbe-
ing. 

The dispositions for learning, such as curiosity, openness, optimism, resilience, concentration, and crea-
tivity (SACSA, 2009), are developed in play. Playing is linked to the development of resilience and the 
beginnings of empathy as children begin to understand other points of view.  

Planning the environment to assist children to achieve outcomes is important in providing quali-

ty play experiences. The environment can be intentionally planned in four main ways: 

 the physical environment-the physical layout of space, furniture and resources. Educators consider 

how they will construct and present activities and materials so they are arranged in provoking and invit-
ing ways to encourage exploration, learning and inquiry 

 the social and emotional environment-children need secure, warm and trusting relationships so they 

are confidently supported in their explorations and risk taking. Educators assist children to make connec-
tions with others, develop friendships and regulate their behaviours. Together, children and adults set the 
emotional and social tone of the environment 

 the intellectual environment-there are times to leave children to play freely and times for intentional 

conversation, a well-placed question or query that will extend children’s learning. Shared sustained con-
versations (Siraj-Blatchford, 2008) are the hallmark of effective early childhood educators 

 the temporal environment-the way 

that educators decide to use the time 
available in the program. Children 
need large blocks of time to develop 
play themes and ideas. 

A play-based program does not mean that 
children just do what they like all day. A play
-based program will look different throughout 
the day. At times children may play alone or 
with their friends. At other times children will 
come together as a group, listen when oth-
ers are talking, follow the rules of the group 
and begin to take responsibility for their own 
actions and their environment.  

Fostering a play based  
program 



News from our wonderful Sustainability Officer: 

One of our projects for 2017 is to get more involved with community projects, 
so this Month I have been over to the Junction Park State School and spoke 
with their Sustainability  Teacher  - Soraya, to gain some knowledge on what 
and how the school started their gardening program, so that we could get 
some insight as to where to start. Soraya gave me some great ideas and web-
sites to explore which I have been very busy researching and already have 
lots of ideas that we can use.  

We will be working very closely with the school to develop a relationship and 
share resources. Soraya has very kindly offered for us to use the schools 
green house to cultivate our seedlings which is fantastic. We will be able to 
organise excursions to the school so that children can see how they are grow-
ing—more information on this will be sent out to families once we have every-
thing set up, but please feel free to bring in seedlings or packets of seeds to 
get us started as we need your help to get this off the ground! 

I also visited the Annerley Hub on Ipswich Rd this Month to introduce myself 
and see what programs they currently have available that we might be able to  
contribute too or join in on. I will be getting more information from them in the 
next few weeks. But hopefully we might be able to get someone to come to the 
centre and speak with the children and Educators about getting started. I will 
also look at attending some of training sessions that they hold! 

Both the school and the hub were extremely helpful 
and has provided us with some ideas to start work-
ing on at the centre. 

One great piece of advice from Soraya was: 

Be kind- start slow and build slowly, that way you 
will have ownership and won't get over committed. 
Good luck and please come visit again 
Enjoy the journey you aren't alone - and  people 
will help! 

So until next time Happy Gardening 

Leighanne  

 

Sustainability 



Fire ant community Notification - Fairfield 

 

A new detection of red imported fire ants has been found in Fairfield.  

 

The fire ants were reported to Biosecurity Queensland by a vigilant member of the public. 

 

Biosecurity Queensland officers have destroyed the nest and the ants in the nest by direct nest 

injection with insecticide, and baited the area around the nest with an insect growth regulator to 

ensure that all ants in the colony are destroyed. 

 

Biosecurity Queensland will be conducting surveillance in the surrounding area, but we urge all 

residents and business operators in Yeronga, Annerley, Greenslopes, Dutton Park, Woolloongabba 

and Tennyson to check their yards, gardens and work sites, and report any suspect looking ants. 

 

You can identify fire ants by their coppery-brown colour and darker coloured abdomen. While small, 

2–6 millimetres in size, their sting is incredibly painful and in rare cases can lead to anaphylactic 

shock and death.  

 

Fire ant nests look like mounds of loose soil with no visible entry or exit holes, and may be found in 

and around logs, rocks, gardening material, lawns, footpaths, garden beds, around taps and utility 

pits. 

 

When checking nests for fire ants, gently poke the nest with a long stick and observe the ants that 

come out. Be careful not to get too close, as fire ants are aggressive and will swarm when dis-

turbed.   

 

You can report fire ants in 2 easy steps 

Take a close-up photo of any suspicious ants or nests. 

Send us the photo and complete the ‘Yard check report’ online at www.daf.qld.gov.au/fireants 

or call 13 25 23. 

 

Fire ants are one of the worst invasive species to reach Australia’s shores and can ruin our life-
style, restricting everyday activities such as barbeques, picnics and sporting events.  
 
Australia is the closest any country has come to eradicating fire ants, but we still have a lot of work 
to do to beat this serious invasive pest. We urge residents to continue to check their yards, local 
parks and recreational areas for fire ants. With continued public vigilance we aim to eradicate them 
once and for all. 

 

Community Information 

http://www.daf.qld.gov.au/fireants
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